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PROPOSAL EIGHT 

MODIFICATION OF THE PARCEL SELECT / PARCEL RETURN SERVICE (PRS) 

MAIL PROCESSING AND TRANSPORTATION COST MODELS 

OBJECTIVE: 

The Postal Service proposes that the Parcel Select / Parcel Return Service 

(PRS) mail processing and transportation cost models be modified as described below. 

These cost models were last presented in Docket No. ACR2018, USPS-FY18-NP15 

and USPS-FY18-NP16, respectively. 

BACKGROUND: 

The proposed modifications to the mail processing cost model are based on two 

observations that were made during the preparation of Docket No. ACR2017 materials. 

First, during the process of reviewing the FY 2017 Parcel Select volume data, it was 

determined that a Parcel Select mail flow was missing from the cost model.  Second, 

during the process of reviewing the PRS mail flow worksheets, it was discovered that 

the Postal Service had implemented new PRS processing methods for return delivery 

unit (RDU) and return sectional center facility (RSCF) mail pieces.  These new methods 

went into effect during Quarter 3 of Fiscal Year (FY) 2017. 

The modifications to the transportation cost model are being proposed in order to 

incorporate Parcel Select Lightweight (PSLW) mail pieces into the analysis.  Prior to 

being classified as a Competitive Product, the PSLW volume was part of Marketing Mail 

parcels.  Transportation cost estimates for that mail were included in the cost model that 

was most recently presented in Docket No. ACR2018, USPS-FY18-13.  There have 

been no PSLW transportation cost estimates presented in Annual Compliance Report 

(ACR) dockets since PSLW was reclassified as a Competitive Product. 
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RATIONALE: 

Changes to each model (Mail Processing and Transportation) are described 

below. 

MAIL PROCESSING 

The Postal Service proposes that the following modifications be made to the 

Parcel Select / PRS mail processing cost model:  (1) a machinable destination sectional 

center facility (DSCF) 3-digit presort mail flow worksheet be added to the model to 

accommodate negotiated service agreements (NSA), and (2) the results from a 2018 

PRS field study be incorporated into the model.  The proposed cost model is contained 

in the USPS-RM2019-14/NP1,'USPS-FY18-NP15.PROP8.xlsx' file, submitted under 

seal. 

Machinable DSCF 3-Digit Presort Mail Flow Worksheet 

The Price List currently contains published prices for machinable DSCF Parcel 

Select in which the mail pieces are required to be presorted to the 5-digit level.  The 

Price List does not contain published prices for machinable DSCF 3-digit presort 

parcels.  There are, however, some NSAs that include machinable DSCF 3-digit presort 

parcels.  The Postal Service therefore proposes that a machinable DSCF 3-digit presort 

mail flow worksheet be added to the mail processing cost model.  The following 

worksheets have been modified to accommodate this change.  The tabs of the affected 

worksheets, and the modified portions of those worksheets, are highlighted in yellow in 

the mail processing cost model. 

'Summary' Worksheet (Page 1):  Row 31 was added to this worksheet.  The 

mail processing unit cost estimate is derived using the volume data from page 4 and the 
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model cost estimate from page 20.  The Cost and Revenue Analysis (CRA) adjustment 

methodology is the same as that applied to the other price categories.  The formulas 

used to estimate aggregate mail processing unit costs in cells G33, G35, and G53 were 

also modified. 

'Volumes' Worksheet (Page 4):  The machinable portion of the DSCF 3-digit 

presort volume was moved from cell C18 to cell C19. 

'Mailer Arrival Profile' Worksheet (Page 7):  A machinable DSCF 3-digit 

presort entry profile line item was added to row 10 of this worksheet.  The entry profile 

was assumed to be identical to the entry profile for nonmachinable (NMO) DSCF 3-digit 

presort parcels. 

'DSCF 3D MACH' Worksheet (Page 20):  This worksheet documents the mail 

flow and costs for machinable DSCF 3-digit presort mail pieces.  After the mail is 

entered at the DSCF, the mail pieces are sorted to the delivery unit level in automation 

or manual operations.  The mail is then dispatched to the delivery units, where it is 

sorted to the carrier route level in a manual incoming secondary operation. 

PRS Field Study 

There are three types of PRS:  Full Network, RDU, and RSCF.  Full Network 

PRS travels through the entire postal network and is isolated and processed at the 

destination delivery unit before being tendered to the returns agent.  The RDU mail 

pieces are isolated and processed at one of 15,868 designated originating delivery units  

before being dispatched to the returns agent.  The RSCF network was established to 

process the PRS mail entered at smaller volume originating delivery units that were not 

established as RDU sites.  The RSCF mail pieces are isolated at these facilities and 
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dispatched to one of 199 originating sectional center facilities for processing before they 

are tendered to the returns agent.  The RSCF sites are typically mail processing plants. 

The PRS mail processing unit cost estimates have historically been developed 

using proxy input data.  In order to improve the PRS portion of the cost model, the 

Postal Service conducted a field study to collect PRS-specific input data from January 

2018 through September 2018.  There were 15 RSCF plants and 11 RDU delivery units 

included in this study. 

The RSCF plants represented 12 different districts.  The plants were chosen so 

that the volume received and processed varied by facility.  The 12 districts that were 

included in this study represented a mix of high volume, moderate volume, and lower 

volume districts.  The RDU sites were chosen because they were within the service 

area of the RSCF plants.  In addition, two RDU sites also served Full Network PRS 

recipients. 

Full Network:  After reviewing the processing methods at the two Full Network 

sites, it was determined that no changes were required to the Full Network mail flows in 

the mail processing cost model.  Consequently, the focus of the study was to collect 

productivity data and mail processing statistics from the RDU and RSCF sites. 

As stated above, the Postal Service modified the RDU and RSCF processing 

methods in Quarter 3 of FY 2017.  The current processing methods are outlined below. 

RDU:  RDU mail pieces are either accepted by window service clerks, carriers, or 

dedicated collectors at a given facility.  The mail pieces receive a "prepaid acceptance" 

scan from the accepting employee.  After the mail pieces have been accepted, they are 

placed in properly labeled rolling stock containers.  At some point during the day, a 
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postal employee will retrieve the PRS container(s) and will scan the mail pieces as 

"available for pick up" as he or she manually sorts them into properly-labeled containers 

dedicated to each PRS recipient served by that facility. 

When the returns agent arrives, the mail is scanned as "tendered to returns 

agent" using two scans.  The first scan is performed on the PRS "partner placard 

barcode" for a given recipient.  The second scan is performed on a barcode of one of 

the mail pieces within the container.  These scans will generate a "tendered to returns 

agent" event for all mail pieces within that container.  In other words, it is not necessary 

to scan each individual mail piece as "tendered to returns agent."  The postal employee 

and the returns agent must then enter the shipment data into the PS Form 6354 PRS 

dispatch log and sign the document.  Finally, the returns agent is free to load the PRS 

mail pieces into his or her vehicle. 

RSCF:  RSCF mail pieces are also accepted by window service clerks, carriers, 

or dedicated collectors at a given facility.  That facility could be a delivery unit or it could 

be the RSCF facility itself.  The mail pieces receive a "prepaid acceptance" scan from 

the accepting employee.  After the mail pieces have been accepted, they are placed in 

properly labeled rolling stock containers and dispatched to the plant.  

The RSCF processing methods vary by plant.  Some plants maintain dedicated 

bins for the PRS recipients on processing equipment like the automation package 

processing system (APPS).  The machinable RSCF mail at these sites is scanned and 

sorted on that equipment.  The equipment performs the "enroute" scans for RSCF and 

sorts the mail into pallet boxes dedicated to each PRS recipient.  The postal employees 

working in these operations must perform the scan activities crucial to the "nesting" 
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process.  These activities are performed as part of their regular duties and would be 

imbedded in nationwide productivity values for these operations.  Consequently, 

productivity data specific to the automation tasks were not collected as part of the field 

study.  The sites that rely on automation to scan and sort machinable PRS also 

maintain manual operations to process the nonmachinable (NMO) mail pieces. 

Other RSCF sites process all the RSCF manually, even if the facilities contain 

automated parcel sorting equipment, due to equipment capacity constraints or the 

relatively low RSCF volumes that are received at the site.  For the manual sites that do 

contain automation, there is typically at least one bin on the machines that is used to 

isolate, but not sort, the PRS mail pieces that were not captured at the delivery units. 

The mail from this holdout is then moved to the manual RSCF processing area so that it 

can be scanned and sorted into the PRS recipient containers. 

The manual RSCF operations are set up so that the RSCF mail from postal 

rolling stock can be scanned and sorted into pallet boxes.  Given that there are no 

limitations concerning the size of the pallet boxes in manual operations (i.e., they do not 

have to fit under machines), the manual pallet boxes are generally taller than those 

used in automation operations and can therefore hold more parcels. 

The postal employees working in the manual RSCF operations first set up pallet 

boxes for all the PRS recipients served by that facility.  Placards are applied to the 

boxes and scanned as a means to "assign" the container.  Mail pieces can then be 

scanned "enroute" and sorted into the appropriate box.  Once a pallet box is full, the 

placard is scanned as "closed" and the container is moved to a PRS staging area. 

When a returns agent arrives to retrieve the RSCF mail, the pallet box placards are 
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scanned as "tendered to returns agent."  The postal employee and the returns agent 

must then enter the shipment data into the PS Form 6354 PRS dispatch log and sign 

the document.  The returns agents are then free to load the containers onto their trucks. 

The data collected during the field study can be found in the USPS-RM2019-

14/NP1, 'PRS.DATA.PROP8.xls' file, submitted under seal.  The productivity and 

pieces-per-container values collected during field observations can be found in the 

worksheet 'Field Study Data Summary'.  Scan data were also collected for FY 2018, 

Quarter 2 and can be found in the worksheet 'Scan Data Summary'.  The scan data are 

used to estimate the average pieces per automation and manual pallet box.  In addition, 

these data are used to estimate the percentage of machinable mail that is processed 

and sorted on automation, the percentage of machinable mail that is isolated (but not 

sorted) on automation, and the percentage of machinable mail processed manually. 

The treatment of these data is consistent with past rulemaking dockets in which 

the Postal Service has submitted proposals that have included productivity estimates 

that were collected manually in the field.  Two of these dockets were Docket No. 

RM2012-2, Proposal Twenty, and Docket No. RM2015-3, Proposal Ten.  The 

Commission subsequently approved the use of the new data in Order No. 1383 (June 

26, 2012) and Order No. 2315 (January 6, 2015), respectively.  As with Proposals 

Twenty and Ten, the Postal Service relies on the sample size formula from the time 

study section of the industrial engineering handbook1 to evaluate the results.2  

The methods observed at both RDU and RSCF sites were remarkably 

1 Savendy, Gavriel (1982).  Handbook of Industrial Engineering. New York: John Wiley & Sons.   
2 The formula is as follows:  N = [ ( s * t ) / ( k * xavg ) ] 2, where s is the sample standard deviation, t is the 
value of the t distribution based on the sample size and an acceptable probability value, k is  an 
acceptable percentage "around" xavg, and xavg is the sample mean.  
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consistent.  The productivity results for the main processing tasks indicated that 

additional samples collected at these facilities would result in productivity values that 

were either within 10 percent or 20 percent of the mean 95 percent of the time.  The 

productivity data for the "tender to returns agent" and "complete dispatch log book" 

tasks were somewhat difficult to obtain at both RDU and RSCF sites due to schedule 

constraints.  The time periods when the returns agents picked up their mail were 

scheduled throughout the day, and did not always coincide with the time that the other 

scanning and sorting operations were being performed and observed.  In the absence 

of any better data, the Postal Service proposes that these tasks be incorporated into the 

mail processing cost model. 

The following worksheets were modified to accommodate the new data.  The 

tabs of the affected worksheets, and the modified portions of those worksheets, are 

highlighted in blue in the mail processing cost model. 

'Productivity Data' Worksheet (Page 4):  The productivity data from the field 

study were added to rows 47-58 in this worksheet.  As with any other productivity data 

collected in the field, the adjusted productivity values are calculated by dividing the raw 

productivity value by an overhead factor.  The marginal productivity is then calculated to 

be the adjusted productivity divided by a volume variability factor.  For the RDU 

operations, the overhead factor and volume variability factor for the NONMODS MISC 

cost pool are used to perform the calculations.  For the RSCF operations, the factors for 

the MODS 1SCAN cost pool are used because the operation number established for 

RSCF processing (operation 065) is mapped to that cost pool. 

'Other Inputs' Worksheet (Page 9):  The RSCF automation scan data are 
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incorporated into rows 49-53 in this worksheet. 

'Conversion Factors' Worksheet (Page 10):  The pieces-per-container figures 

collected through direct field observations and the scan data analysis are incorporated 

into rows 55-64.  Given that over 99 percent of PRS is machinable, these figures 

represent reasonable estimates of the number of machinable mail pieces that will fit into 

the various container types.  The NMO pieces per container are estimated to be the 

machinable pieces per container multiplied by the machinable cubic feet per piece 

divided by the nonmachinable cubic feet per piece.  Likewise, the oversize pieces per 

container are estimated to be the machinable pieces per container multiplied by the 

machinable cubic feet per piece divided by the nonmachinable cubic feet per piece. 

'RSCF MACH' Worksheet (Page 50):  The RSCF processing steps and new 

input data described above are incorporated into this mail flow worksheet.  This is the 

only worksheet that relies on the RSCF automation scan data from page 9.  The 

conversion factor values for automation and manual containers are used to estimate 

any container movement or scanning costs.  The time for completing the "tender to 

returns agent scan" and "log book entry" tasks was measured on a per-container basis 

for all RSCF, so the average pieces per container value is used as the conversion factor 

for that task.  The conversion factor for the "log book entry" task is a weighted average 

of the automation and manual conversion factors. 

'RSCF NMO' Worksheet (Page 51):  It is assumed that all RSCF NMO mail 

pieces are processed manually.  The conversion factor used to estimate the container 

movement costs reflects the fact that NMO pieces are larger in size.  In essence, this 

methodology allocates container movement costs based on how much space a given 
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mail piece occupies in that container.  The conversion factors for the "tender to returns 

agent" and "log book entry" tasks, however, reflect the total number of mail pieces in a 

container, regardless of size, because these tasks do not involve container movements. 

These costs are therefore assigned to all mail pieces within a container. 

'RSCF OVER' Worksheet (Page 52):  This worksheet is identical to the mail flow 

worksheet on page 51, with the exception that the oversize conversion factor is used to 

estimate container movement costs. 

'RDU MACH' Worksheet (Page 53):  The RDU processing steps and new input 

data described above are incorporated into this mail flow worksheet.  The time for 

completing the "tender to returns agent scan" and "log book entry" tasks was measured 

on a per-container basis for all RDU, so the average pieces per container value is used 

as the conversion factor for those tasks.  

'RDU NMO' Worksheet (Page 54):  This worksheet is identical to the mail flow 

worksheet on page 53, with the exception that the NMO conversion factor is used to 

estimate container movement costs. 

'RDU OVER' Worksheet (Page 55):  This worksheet is identical to the mail flow 

worksheet on page 53, with the exception that the oversize conversion factor is used to 

estimate container movement costs.  These mail pieces also require one additional 

scan.  The prepaid acceptance scan productivity value is used to estimate this cost. 

'PRS Scan Sum' Worksheet (Page 56):  The RSCF and RDU data on this 

worksheet were deleted because those tasks are covered in the modified mail flow 

worksheets.  The Full Network scan costs are now estimated using the RDU prepaid 

acceptance scan productivity as a proxy.  This prepaid acceptance scan productivity 
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value comes the closest to representing a "pure scan" productivity value. 

The page numbers in the mail processing cost model (corresponding to and 

appearing in the header of each tab in the sequence) have been revised accordingly. 

The citations have also been revised to reflect the new page numbers. 

TRANSPORTATION 

The Postal Service also proposes that the Parcel Select / PRS transportation 

cost model be modified to incorporate PSLW into the analysis.  The proposed cost 

model is contained in the USPS-RM2019-14/NP1,'USPS-FY18-NP16.PROP8.xlsx' file, 

submitted under seal. 

Transportation Cost Model 

The tabs of the affected worksheets, and the modified portions of those 

worksheets, are highlighted in green in the transportation cost model.  

'Cost Sum' Worksheet (Page 1):  The PSLW results are incorporated into this 

worksheet in rows 31 through 41 and are accessed from pages 2 through 5. 

'Cost-PSLW-None' Worksheet (Page 2):  The cost per cubic foot and average 

transportation unit cost for non-destination entered PSLW are calculated on this 

worksheet using cost distribution data from page 13, cubic feet data from page 16, and 

volume data from page 24 of the cost model. 

'Cost-PSLW-DNDC' Worksheet (Page 3):  The DNDC cost per cubic foot and 

average transportation unit cost are calculated on this worksheet using cost distribution 

data from page 13, cubic feet data from page 16, and volume data from page 24. 

'Cost-PSLW-DSCF' Worksheet (Page 4):  The DSCF cost per cubic foot and 

average transportation unit cost are calculated on this worksheet using cost distribution 
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data from page 13, cubic feet data from page 16, and volume data from page 24 of the 

cost model. 

'Cost-PSLW-DDU' Worksheet (Page 5):  The DDU cost per cubic foot and 

average transportation unit cost are calculated on this worksheet using cost distribution 

data from page 13, cubic feet data from page 16, and volume data from page 24 of the 

cost model. 

'Cost Dist PSLW' Worksheet (Page 13):  The cost segment 8 and 14 cost data 

from page 25 are distributed to the four destination entry levels using cubic feet data 

from page 16 and transportation leg data from page 31. 

'Sum-Cube' Worksheet (Page 16):  PSLW data are incorporated into rows 21 

through 27 of this worksheet.  Unlike Parcel Select, all PSLW mail pieces weigh less 

than one pound.  Consequently, the econometric equation from page 32 is not used to 

estimate the cubic feet per piece by pound increment.  Instead, the density data 

(pounds per cubic foot) from USPS-FY18-NP24 and RPW weight data are used to 

estimate the average cubic feet for PSLW.  The average cubic feet are then distributed 

to the four destination entry levels using the price category volume data from page 24. 

In other words, it is assumed that the cubic feet per piece for the four destination entry 

levels is the same. 

'Volumes' Worksheet (Page 24):  The PSLW RPW volume data by entry level 

have been incorporated into rows 12 through 19 of this worksheet. 

'Trans Cost Sum – PSLW' Worksheet (Page 25):  This worksheet rearranges 

the PSLW cost segment 14 data from page 26 and is used to access the cost segment 

8 PSLW cost data and vehicle service driver (VSD) piggyback factor for Parcel Select 
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from the appropriate ACR documents. 

'Trans Inputs – PSLW' Worksheet (Page 26):  This worksheet is used to 

access the cost segment 14 PSLW cost data from the appropriate ACR document. 

'Other Inputs' Worksheet (Page 31):  The PSLW input data that are used to 

estimate "unexpected" transportation legs are entered into this worksheet and are used 

to perform cost calculations in page 13 of this workbook.  These data can be found in 

the USPS-RM2019-14/NP1,'PSLW TRACS PTR DATA.PROP8.xlsx' file, submitted 

under seal.  The unexpected transportation legs are calculated using the same 

methodology presented in Docket No. RM2017-10, Proposal Six, and subsequently 

approved by the Commission in Order No. 4228 (November 20, 2017). 

The page numbers in the transportation cost model (corresponding to and 

appearing in the header of each tab in the sequence) have been revised accordingly. 

The citations have also been revised to reflect the new page numbers. 

IMPACT:  The impact to the Parcel Select and PRS mail processing unit cost 

estimates, and the impact to the Parcel Select and PRS transportation cost per cubic 

foot estimates, are summarized in tables that appear in the Preface of USPS-RM2019-

14/NP1, submitted under seal.  An Excel file ('IMPACT.PROP8.xlsx') showing the 

impact is also provided under seal. 

The addition of a machinable DSCF 3-digit presort model cost estimate to the 

mail processing cost model increased that portion of the DSCF costs, which resulted in 

a lower CRA proportional adjustment factor.  The mail processing unit cost estimates for 

all other Parcel Select price categories decreased roughly one percent due to the lower 

proportional adjustment factor. 
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 The PRS mail processing cost model changes resulted in an increase of roughly 

6 percent to the machinable RSCF mail processing unit cost estimate and a decrease of 

approximately 4 percent to the RDU machinable mail processing unit cost estimate. 

The NMO mail processing unit cost estimates for RSCF and RDU increased roughly 24 

percent and 9 percent, respectively.  The oversize mail processing unit cost estimates 

for RSCF and RDU increased roughly 59 percent and 45 percent, respectively.  In total, 

the PRS changes resulted in a lower proportional CRA adjustment factor, which 

resulted in decreases to the Full Network machinable, NMO, and oversize mail 

processing unit cost estimates of 8 percent, 11 percent, and 11 percent, respectively. 

The addition of PSLW to the transportation cost model had no impact on the 

Parcel Select or PRS transportation cost-per-cubic-foot estimates.  The PSLW cost-per-

cubic-foot estimates appear to be reasonable when compared to both the Parcel Select 

and PRS estimates for similar destination entry levels. 


